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ਚਅੇਰਮਨੈ (ਦਾਖ਼ਲੇ) 
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CIRCULAR 

MRSPTU Direct Counselling (2022-23)  
[Applicable for B. Pharmacy (1st Year & Lateral Entry) Only] 

 

 

It is for the information of all aspirants that MRSPTU Direct Counselling for the vacant seats of 

Programmes (UA-PCI): B. Pharmacy (03-Seats) and B. Pharmacy (Lateral Entry) (01-Seat) at 

University Main Campus is being held as per the schedule given below: 

Admission Activity Direct Round  
Online Registration of Candidate Upto 06.09.2022 (11:00am) 
Generation of Merit List 06.09.2022 (upto 12:15pm) 
Result  
(Shall be Displayed in University Notice Board Nearby Auditorium) 

06.09.2022 (12:30pm) 

Reporting in the University Auditorium  06.09.2022 (1:00pm sharp) 

Link for Registration and other details: https://www.mrsptuadmissions.com/ 

NOTE:  

1. Candidates who have already locked/submitted their form (Status: Result Awaited), need not register 

again. If their online-form is unlocked, then lock/submit it again. There is no need to pay additional 

counselling fee (if already paid). New candidates have to register with applicable counselling fee and 

thereafter, they have to proceed further upto final locking of the application form. 

2. It is advised that the candidate shall remain present physically in University auditorium on the day of 

reporting i.e. 06.09.2022 (Tuesday) with applicable Full-Fee, Required Original Documents along with 

one set of self-attested photocopies, Photographs etc.  

3. Admission shall be done on the merit basis (qualifying exam). If the shortlisted candidate remains 

absent at the time of reporting i.e. 06.09.2022 (Tuesday, upto1:00pm sharp), then seat shall be allotted 

to the next candidate falling in the merit list. 

4. Number of seats may be increased depending upon the seat-surrender cases. 

5. Online Counselling Schedule for other programmes (Except: UA-PCI) shall remain the same as 

per the already notified Counselling Schedule 

6.  For Query: Toll Free Number 18001211833 (+91 87250-72402, 407) 

7. Keep Visiting https://www.mrsptu.ac.in/ for regular and more updates. 

With warm regards! 
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